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Foreword
With the publication of this first occasional paper, the OSD Historical Office embarks
on a new series that intends to provide scholarly perspectives on policy issues, offer
a forum for our historians’ papers presented at academic conferences, summarize
office publications that are works in progress, or cover other discrete topics. All of our
occasional papers will undergo rigorous peer review to help ensure that they meet high
standards for research quality and objectivity.
In the course of doing research and shaping it into narratives, historians often catch
glimpses of side avenues and byways diverging from their main route. The fortunate
historians among us are able to bookmark these for later, and they often become their
most interesting and meaningful projects. The National Security Personnel System
(NSPS) is a case in point. The OSD Historical Office conducts and collects oral histories
of Pentagon personnel at all levels. In the wake of Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s tenure, the
National Security Personnel System was very much on the minds of Pentagon leadership
and line workers alike. When we realized we had over 35 interviews that focused on
NSPS, reflecting the opinions and accounts of its champions and its detractors, we
decided to make an original contribution to a perennial discussion about how to strike
the right balance between employee protections and managerial flexibility. As readers
will learn in this short study, the discussion played out in spectacular fashion in the early
years of the 21st century.
Years after the National Security Personnel System’s dissolution, references to the system
still evoke strong sentiments from those who engineered it, worked under it, and
opposed it. The strength of protagonists’ memories stems from the personnel system’s
importance to policymakers at every level. Personnel policy determines how individuals
are hired, promoted, evaluated, compensated, reprimanded, and fired. At the top of
the department, the secretary of defense is tasked with making DoD responsive to the
president and accountable to Congress. When considering just the civilian side of the
Department of Defense, the secretary manages a workforce larger than that of most
corporations and which conducts a diverse array of missions. At the same time, the
department must compete with the private sector to attract, retain, and promote the best
and brightest civilian employees. Civilian personnel reform will remain a central concern
for both Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) officials, who continually seek to
attune management to ever-changing requirements, and those whose occupations and
livelihoods are shaped by it.
6
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Those who attempt future reforms will want to pay close attention to their precedents
in order to address some fundamental questions. Is it better to gradually reform a
longstanding system like the General Schedule? Or should it happen all at once? Is
getting buy-in from all the constituencies (and within the Department of Defense, there
are many) worth the effort, or does compromise weaken reform? Will memories of the
NSPS effort linger, and how will those memories shape reaction to the next reform
effort, be it large or small?
Anthony Crain’s study of NSPS, based on dozens of oral histories, a newly acquired
collection of archival material, and a careful reading of arguments for and against NSPS,
won’t settle these questions once and for all; history rarely provides clear-cut answers.
But Dr. Crain elevates these questions and shows how each of the major stakeholders
in the NSPS debate addressed them and shaped them. In taking on a controversial
issue and taking all sides seriously, he’s provided an auspicious start to the Occasional
Papers series, which will showcase many of the surprisingly relevant topics that this office
uncovers in the course of its broader research and service.
The author and I wish to acknowledge the many people who have provided invaluable
advice and assistance. We are indebted to OSD Historical Office editor Allen Mikaelian
for his meticulous review and thoughtful improvements. We also appreciate the astute
critiques from OSD historians Glen Asner, Thomas Christianson, Joel Christianson,
Richard Hunt, and Shannon Mohan and former OSD historian Jon Hoffman. And we
are particularly grateful to Kathy Jones, OSD Graphics designer, for her artful design.
The occasional papers series as well as our other publications are available on the OSD
Historical Office website. We invite you to peruse our collection at http://history.defense.gov.

Erin Mahan
Chief Historian
Historical Office,
Office of the Secretary of Defense
February 2017
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Introduction
In early 2003 Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld attempted to transform civilian
management in the Department of Defense by replacing the General Schedule
(GS) system, the federal pay scale system that had governed most civil servants
since 1949, with the new National Security Personnel System (NSPS). NSPS was a
pay-for-performance system that established new regulations for civilian personnel
compensation, promotion, discipline, reassignment, labor relations, and hiring.
The system’s creators within the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) intended
to give managers greater latitude to reward top performers with larger pay increases
and bonuses than they had under the GS system. Because the Department of
Defense employed about a third of all non-postal federal civilian personnel (roughly
660,000 civilians worked for DoD in 2003), NSPS was a significant challenge
to the GS system that had implications far beyond the Defense Department.
Rumsfeld’s OSD successfully pushed the system through Congress but struggled
to implement it effectively. At the system’s zenith in 2009 over 200,000 civilians,
less than one third of the total DoD workforce, were working under NSPS. After
becoming a subject of great controversy, DoD wound down the system in the first
years of Barack Obama’s presidency.1
Since the formation of the Department of Defense, most DoD civilians have
been governed by the rules and regulations of the Civil Service Commission
or, after the Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA) of 1978, the Office of Personnel
Management. NSPS was a reaction to, and even a rejection of, some of the
precepts undergirding the civil service, such as the principle of “rank in job” and
rigid job classifications, which stemmed from particular political and economic
conditions of the late 19th and early to mid-20th century. In the minds of its
architects, NSPS was an attempt to improve responsiveness, effectiveness, and
efficiency with 21st-century management techniques. To accomplish these goals,
the NSPS architects attempted to design, implement, and sustain a new system
in a department that was managing complex military conflicts in Afghanistan
and Iraq. They confronted a civil service culture deeply embedded in the federal
workforce and fiercely guarded by members of Congress and public-sector unions,
which had grown in prominence during the late 20th century. Ultimately, the
ground beneath the reformers proved too unstable, the girders supporting NSPS
too weak, and the effort too diffuse. NSPS collapsed in 2009.2
1
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The Winding Road from the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act to NSPS
The civil service system Rumsfeld wanted to replace was itself the product of a late
1970s push to bolster merit principles in government by reforming the General
Schedule, a system widely viewed as inefficient and unmanageable. As Patricia
Ingraham, a leading scholar of public administration reflects, “By the 1970s, the
lack of internal consistency in the merit system, as well as the procedural baggage
it had accumulated in the first hundred years of its history, created a system that
was widely perceived to be broken.” In a June 1977 Gallup poll, 67 percent of
respondents believed that federal workers did not work as hard as private-sector
employees—but 64 percent answered that government employees were better
paid than private-sector workers, and 76 percent
said that government employees received better
“Ask almost any government man
benefits. The political atmosphere of the late
ager around the country about civil
1970s was ripe for bureaucratic reform.3
service, and you’re likely to hear a
long list of complaints: The system
is enmeshed in a web of rules and
regulations; tests of dubious validity
are used for entry and promotion;
exceptional government service goes
unrewarded while medio
cre per
formance is protected; civil service
workers get virtual lifetime tenure.”

In 1977, responding to public discontent and
seeking to assert greater executive control,
President Jimmy Carter promised reform,
claiming, “There is no merit in the merit
system.” He and his appointees concluded that
regulations meant to protect the civil service
from politicians had become so onerous that
Neal Peirce, Washington Post, 17
they impeded the president’s executive authority.
December 1977 4
Carter hoped to enhance merit mechanisms with
the Civil Service Reform Act (CSRA), which
Congress, then controlled by Democrats, passed
in October 1978. Rather than receive pay increases related directly to tenure,
GS supervisors under CSRA received only half of their pay raises automatically.
The other half were held in a pool and distributed to employees according to
their performance. The CSRA also replaced GS grades 16 through 18 with the
Senior Executive Service (SES), which gave top executives “rank in person,”
meaning that those executives could be reassigned throughout the government
without losing rank. They faced more stringent but more rewarding performance
evaluations than GS employees.5
Yet Congress dismantled much of the GS pay-for-performance apparatus in the
following decades and many observers became increasingly convinced that the
2

CSRA had failed to strengthen civil service management. Critics claimed the
CSRA pay pool system was unfair, lacked performance evaluation uniformity
across agencies, failed to award high performers adequately, and did not improve
performance. In 1984 Congress replaced the structure with the Performance
Management and Recognition System (PMRS). PMRS standardized performance
evaluations and made employees in the top two tiers of a five-tier appraisal system
eligible for performance awards and competitive merit increases. Under PMRS,
over 80 percent of midlevel managers received performance ratings that made
them eligible for pay increases higher than the typical raise in the GS system.
Nevertheless, managers complained the rating system was unfair. Moreover,
the large number of pay increases caused personnel costs to rise steeply, and
many claimed there was no commensurate improvement in performance. Congress scuttled “It gives managers more flexibility
the system in 1993.7
and more authority to hire, moti
vate, reward, and discipline employ

The enactment of the CSRA and the federal
ees to ensure that the public’s work
gets done. At the same time, it pro
government’s subsequent difficulties in imple
menting widespread merit pay reform triggered a vides better protection for employees
against arbitrary actions and abuses
wave of public administration literature on payfor-performance systems. Many scholars found and contains safeguards against po
litical intrusion.”
that for merit pay to work effectively the system’s
Jimmy Carter, Statement on Civil
employees had to be convinced that pay accurately
Service Reform Act,
reflected their performance. Others questioned
13 October 1978 6
the emphasis on pay as a motivator for improving
performance. Jeffrey Pfeffer, professor of business
theory and organizational behavior at Stanford University, found that pay-forperformance systems often motivated the wrong types of behavior. He stressed
that the proliferation of pay-for-performance systems in the private sector did
not constitute empirical evidence for the effectiveness of such systems but merely
indicated a managerial fad. When examining the evidence, Pfeffer found that the
pay-for-performance systems frequently “devolve into pay for ingratiation” or
inadvertently incentivize cheating. Moreover, he argued that managers frequently
chose to rely on monetary remuneration because it was simpler than an evidencebased management approach to improving an organization’s culture. Pfeffer
writes, “One might particularly question the relevance of financial remuneration
compared to a public service motive in a work force that has chosen to work for
the government instead, for instance, of going into investment banking.” Rather
3
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than emulate private-sector practices and focus primarily on pay as a motivating
factor, Pfeffer argued for a broader improvement of organizational culture: “The
often disdainful way in which various agencies and their employees are spoken
about makes instilling a culture of pride in performance difficult. The continuing
efforts to outsource, downsize, and cut governmental agencies sent not-so-subtle
messages that the work, and the workforce, are not valued.”8
Although establishing new methods of linking pay with performance throughout
the government had proven difficult under CSRA, many small-scale payfor-performance demonstration projects started under the act proved more
lasting and provided lessons for future reform. Reorganization Plan No. 2 of
1978, which was passed along with the CSRA, created the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) and allowed it to experiment by operating up to ten
different demonstration personnel projects simultaneously. Each could have a
maximum of 5,000 employees and could last up to five years before Congress
would decide whether to make the demonstration permanent. These experiments
tested whether personnel policy changes might improve the performance of small
and often specialized subsets (relative to the entire federal workforce) of employees
and provide lessons for large-scale reform. The Naval Weapons Center (NWC)
and the Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) both started such systems. When
OPM compared performance at these California-based labs with findings at two
East Coast labs under the GS system, reviewers found that NWC and NOSC
had better hiring results and higher performer retention results than their GS
counterparts. Whether the means to success in small and relatively homogeneous
organizations with specific missions could transfer to the entire DoD civilian
workforce remained unclear. Yet, by the 1990s, budget decreases occurred as
a private-sector technology boom heightened many policymakers’ urgency for
DoD civilian management reform. The department sought to do more with
fewer resources.9
After concluding that CSRA had largely failed to achieve many of its architects’
aims, Democratic and Republican policymakers in the 1980s and 1990s
advocated new federal workforce personnel reforms inspired by the private
sector. The resulting evolutionary changes would update rather than undo the GS
system. One of the greatest changes came in 1987, when the Federal Employee
Retirement System (FERS) replaced the Civil Service Retirement System, a
generous defined-benefit plan that appeared increasingly archaic as the private
4

sector shifted to defined contribution plans. By combining a more modestly
defined benefit pension plan with Social Security and a defined contribution
plan, called the Thrift Savings Plan, FERS was intended to increase the flexibility
of the federal workforce.
Nevertheless, reform initiatives were mostly limited to small demonstration
personnel projects, blue-ribbon commissions, General Accounting Office (GAO)
reports, and published books and articles that castigated the GS system. In 1989
the National Commission on the Public Service, chaired by former Federal Reserve
Chair Paul Volcker, found that “even when the public sector finds outstanding
candidates, the complexity of the hiring process drives all but the most dedicated
away.” Responding to these findings, Congress passed the Federal Employees Pay
Comparability Act of 1990, which granted federal workers pay adjusted to local
cost of living, sought to make private and public-sector pay comparable, and gave
agencies new pay authority for critical positions.10
President Bill Clinton wanted further reforms to increase government efficiency
and cut unnecessary regulations. Vice President Al Gore’s National Performance

President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore present National Performance Review Awards for the Reinventing Government
initiative on 1 June 1994. Gore’s review sought to reinvigorate the federal government through streamlining and downsizing.
The Bush administration later concluded that more needed to be done to enhance managers’ authority. (FEMA Photo Library,
Photograph by Andrea Booher)

5
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Review (NPR) concluded that taxpayers paid far too much for a “personnel
quagmire,” spending billions of dollars for 54,000 personnel staff to classify
employees within a system of “459 job series, 15 grades, and 10 steps within
each grade.” Further, GS employees found themselves locked into particular job
series, as their skills and experience could not
be transferred. Succinctly damning the federal
personnel system, Gore’s reviewers wrote, “Does
“Fairness was achieved by treating
everyone equally, but in a world full
this elaborate system work? No.”11
of compelling individual situations,
‘fairness’ became unresponsiveness.
Bias was avoided by making sure
local officials and front-line feder
al employees couldn’t make discre
tionary decisions—even though they
knew best what needed to be done—
and by punishing them when they
did. The result was a system that
hobbled users and abusers alike,
treated adults like children, and
made everyone a suspect.”

Echoing the Volcker commission’s findings,
Gore’s review found that the system had become
so cumbersome that managers themselves often
could not advise highly qualified aspirants on
how to apply for positions. High performers
felt unrewarded and underperformers suffered
no consequences. In addition to recommending
the decentralization of personnel management,
the NPR concluded that some agencies would
function better if many of their human resources
practices were exempted from Title 5 of the
Al Gore in Common Sense
U.S. Code, which codified civil service rules. In
Government, 1995 13
response, Congress exempted the Federal Aviation
Administration in November 1995 from many
personnel rules, including staffing, performance management, compensation,
and reduction-in-force determinations. The Internal Revenue Service gained
similar exemptions in 1998. Yet the vast majority of federal employees remained
in the GS system.12
In 1998 Secretary of Defense William Cohen chartered the U.S. Commission on
National Security for the 21st Century, which was cochaired by former Senator
Gary Hart (D–CO) and former Senator Warren Rudman (R–NH) and became
known as the Hart-Rudman Commission. In its final report, the commission
warned that the nation faced “an unprecedented crisis of competence in
government.” It warned that the civil service faced a demographic calamity—as
aging baby boomers retired, the government would need to recruit more talented
young people: “Today’s technological age has created sweeping expectations of
speed, accuracy, and customization for every product and service…. Talented
6

people seeking careers where they can quickly make a difference see government
as the antithesis to best management practices.”14
The problems discussed in the Volcker Report, the National Performance
Review, and the Hart-Rudman Commission continued to resonate with Defense
policymakers in the ensuing decade. In 2000, in essays collected in Keeping the
Edge, Defense officials with experience spanning multiple administrations urged
a personnel management overhaul to prepare DoD for the 21st century. In his
contribution to the volume, Ashton B. Carter, then professor of science and
international affairs at Harvard University and codirector of the Preventative
Defense Project, stressed:
The current DOD Civil Service system is badly in need of reform.
It is out of touch with the labor market that supplies its people;
it inhibits professional development and innovation by its work
force; and it is incapable of responding to the changing needs of the
DOD. A new system is needed to attract and retain high quality,
innovative people who can implement and manage the new DOD.
He wrote that a new system, severed from the General Schedule, could “attract
the right people because it would have more flexible pay and hiring rules, portable
pensions, contracts for limited periods of government service as well as easier
entry, exit, and re-entry into the system.” John White, deputy secretary of defense
from 1995 to 1997, and David Chu, assistant secretary of defense and director
for program analysis and evaluation from 1981 to 1993, concluded that “the Civil
Service has to be judged a failure in its ability to adjust to changing requirements
and encourage the innovation and continuous improvement needed.”15
In February 2000 the Defense Science Board’s Task Force on Human Resources
Strategy also concluded that the civilian personnel system desperately needed
a redesign and recommended that DoD reform its personnel system to adopt
contemporary private-sector practices. Recognizing other agencies’ successful
breaks from OPM and anticipating the NSPS architects’ early hopes, the reviewers
recommended legislation amending Title 10 and Title 5 of the U.S. Code in
order to transfer civilian management authority from OPM to the secretary of
defense and permit the “Secretary to establish policies and develop force-shaping
tools for all components of the new ‘total force’ and in doing so meet changing
DoD requirements.” With such authority, the reviewers believed, the secretary
7
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could craft a more flexible system that could compete with businesses for the best
employees. Many of these ideas would be put into action during the presidency
of George W. Bush.16

The Cabinet Secretary as CEO
In 2001 shortly after Bush entered office, the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) published The President’s Management Agenda, which called for “freedom to
manage” and encouraged agencies to make greater use of existing authorities while
the administration sought statutory authority to reform management practices.
Richard Falkenrath, special assistant
to the president, later reflected that
Bush intended “to treat department
and agency heads like CEOs, and let
them control their agencies.”17

Donald Rumsfeld escorts President Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney
as they depart the Pentagon on 19 June 2001. President Bush wanted his
agency heads to act as CEOs and aimed to give them greater management
flexibility. (DoD photo by Helene C. Stikkel)

Gradually, administration offi
cials
concluded that the General Schedule,
created in 1949 when most govern
ment employees per
formed routine,
standardized tasks, was unsalvageable.
Believing that previous incremental
reform efforts had failed to improve
the personnel system, they concluded
that attempts to save it would be overly
burdensome, time consuming, costly,
and ineffective.18

In April 2002 OPM Director Kay
Coles James released a white paper
recommending the total elimination of the GS, arguing that it had become
top-heavy, failed to link pay to performance, and did not attract the best and
brightest. Its passing should not be mourned, she wrote, as “the fact that a system
like the General Schedule may be at the end of its useful life is nothing new in
modern post-industrial organizations, as the Federal Government must become.”
OPM officials planned to replace what they saw as a moribund system with a
modern meritocratic scheme. OPM officials wanted departments to work with
them to transform their personnel systems rather than allow individual agencies
8

to unilaterally craft personnel systems that suited their purposes. The cabinet
secretaries would gain greater flexibility by collaborating with OPM, which
offered personnel expertise and experience, for the writing of enabling legislation
and regulations.19
Such a plan anticipated someone with the background and temperament of
Donald Rumsfeld. President-elect Bush wanted “a tenacious, innovative secretary”
to transform DoD to reflect the geopolitical shifts brought by the Cold War’s
end, overcome bureaucratic resistance to changes, and create an “agile, lethal,
readily deployable” military. He picked Rumsfeld,
who had served as Gerald Ford’s secretary of
defense, to “run the bureaucracy, not let it run “The system did not move people into
the positions for which they were
him.” After leaving the Pentagon following Ford’s
best suited, nor did it reward good
defeat by Jimmy Carter, Rumsfeld had proved an
performance. As I knew well, the
effective CEO of two Fortune 500 companies.
In both cases, he increased profits drastically by ability to hire and reward the most
talented and move underperformers
cutting costs, focusing the business operations into other lines of work was essen
on core missions, and hiring a close-knit, loyal tial to success in the private sector.
team of skilled operators capable of influencing
Yet due to congressional restrictions
the government to ensure regulations did not and the influence of government la
become overly onerous. He regarded laying off bor unions, it was nearly impossible
surplus employees, or “pruning” as he termed it, for senior DoD officials to recruit,
as central to success and even good for those who promote, transfer, or replace civilian
workers efficiently.”
had lost their jobs, as they could pursue careers
more appropriate to their skills and interests.20
Donald Rumsfeld reflecting on the
General Schedule in his memoir,
Known and Unknown 21

Returning to the Pentagon in 2001, Rumsfeld
attempted to bring his private-sector management
methods to DoD to make the department
more flexible and effective. Early in his tenure, one of his short and frequent
memos, known as “snowflakes,” revealed his distaste for what he considered
an antiquated system: “Grade and rank systems [are] more than 100 years old
and … were rejected years ago by the for-profit sector in favor of flatter, more
nuanced organizations and compensation arrangements.” In a 10 September
2001 Pentagon speech to the civilian workforce, he called the DoD bureaucracy
“an adversary that poses a threat, a serious threat, to the security of the United
States of America.… With brutal consistency, it stifles free thought and crushes
new ideas.” He stressed DoD’s need to “employ the tools of modern business—
9
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more flexible compensation packages, modern recruiting techniques and better
training.” As with other aspects of Rumsfeld’s transformation drive, the successful
legislative push for a personnel system change became possible only after the
September 11 terrorist attacks, when Bush’s popularity soared and Congress became
receptive to legislation justified in national security terms. Rumsfeld’s Quadrennial
Defense Review, released on 30 September 2001,
stressed DoD’s need for “new tools to manage …
“We talked to members and those on
and an overhaul of existing approaches.”22
the Government Affairs Committee
in the Senate and Government Re
form in the House. They were a little
territorial about it: ‘Why are you di
vorcing from civil service? We have
Homeland Security,’ which they
have just given some unique au
thorities, ‘Why can’t you just do the
Homeland Security thing?’ And my
response was, ‘You did good work
with Homeland Security. We just
want to go the next step,’ so we tried
to make it logical. I said, ‘Use the
Department of Defense as a labora
tory. Let us try some of these things,’
and we earned over months of hear
ings and meetings and sessions
some degree of credibility where we
could enjoy some confidence that it
was going to move forward.”
Charlie Abell, 16 September 2014
interview 24

After 11 September 2001 the White House
began the largest U.S. government restructuring
since the 1947 National Security Act. Bush
announced plans for a new Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) on 6 June 2002.
The department’s formation provided the
administration with an opportunity to challenge
the GS system and government unions. DHS
and OPM worked together to institute Max-HR,
a short-lived pay-for-performance civilian per
sonnel management system at DHS that
overrode collective bargaining requirements.
Public-sector unions eroded Max-HR through
lawsuits before the Democratically controlled
Congress ended it altogether. OSD officials
later viewed Max-HR as a cautionary tale that
warned against close collaboration with OPM.
They reasoned that, unlike DHS, DoD was an
established agency and the secretary of defense
already managed military personnel. With a
proven executive at the helm, OSD could craft a
transformational system on its own.23

Upon reviewing DoD personnel practices, Rumsfeld and his team concluded
that the department faced considerable barriers to building a workforce with the
proper set of skills to meet emerging technological challenges. Rumsfeld picked
David Chu to serve as his under secretary of defense for personnel and readiness
(P&R). Chu had earned a Ph.D. in economics from Yale University and had
served as assistant secretary of defense and director for program analysis and
10

evaluation from 1981 to 1993. His first day on the job was 1 June 2001, nearly
six months into Rumsfeld’s tenure. Chu believed that the 1990s post-Cold War
reduction of civilian personnel contributed to a demographic imbalance weighted
heavily toward older employees that had to be addressed for DoD to operate
effectively as the baby boom generation retired from the workforce. P&R officials
concluded that the Pentagon had been hemmed in by rigid civil service rules and
consequently relied primarily on hiring freezes,
voluntary turnover, retirements, and buyouts to
“The human resource challenges
achieve this downsizing.25

facing DoD have changed rapidly
over the last decade as a result of
many factors. A robust econ
omy,
civilian sector competition to fill
high-technology positions, declining
American public interest in public
service, major changes in the De
partment’s missions and operational
tempo, and a significant downsizing
of the Department’s workforce are a
few examples. Reducing the size of
the overall workforce by more than
a million personnel, from a high in
1987 of 4.1 million, has left in place
a very different force distribution—
in age, education, and skill.”

But since civilian billets were simply elim
inated after retirements, these methods had
the unintended consequence of leaving the
department with an older workforce. Between
FY 1987 and FY 2002, the department reduced
its direct-hire U.S. civilian personnel from
1,050,541 to 655,746, a reduction of almost
400,000 billets. The Office of the Under
Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness
found that 73 percent of the DoD workforce was
over 40 years old in May 2001 versus 54 percent
in 1989. By the early 2000s, P&R officials
concluded that the Defense workforce had
more seniority, but managers lacked sufficient
Craig Fields, Final Report of
means to reward talent, competency, and
the Defense Science Board Task
performance, which made it difficult to ensure
Force, February 2000 27
that the best employees would fill positions
opened by retirement. Responding to the
1990s information revolution and correcting the missteps of the 1990s postCold War military drawdown, they believed, required the flexibility to change
job categories in order to alter the demographic composition of the civilian
workforce.26
Chu’s P&R team concluded that DoD was struggling to compete with technology
business juggernauts which had swept away long-established personnel practices.
As the economy boomed, employers competed fiercely for the best college
graduates and technical workers. P&R officials surmised that as the “Generation
Xers are maturing into the mainstay of the workforce for future decades,” the
11
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imminent mass retirements of the baby boomers would mean that DoD would
need to fill a talent and experience vacuum with the best and brightest of the
“Digital Generation.” To do so effectively, they would need to implement personnel
practices to ensure that the best were hired, retained, and promoted, as “Digital
Generation” candidates differed substantially from earlier generations that prized
long-term job security. Rumsfeld’s personnel team concluded that DoD faced
great disadvantages in this competition; its hiring processes averaged five months
and entry-level pay in some fields was inflexible and uncompetitive, while private
companies often could hire promising graduates immediately and better match
pay with skills. The secretary’s team argued that because the Pentagon was at a
disadvantage when it came to hiring technology-savvy workers, it increasingly
had to rely on private contractors. Rather than navigating the myriad rules and
regulations surrounding civilian hiring and management, managers increasingly
decided, according to Chu, “I’m not going to bother hiring somebody; I’m just
going to write a check to a contractor.” The belief that the DoD civilian workforce
faced a demographic and managerial crisis and needed more flexibility to deal
with 21st-century challenges was the core assumption behind the creation of the
National Security Personnel System.28

The Best Practices Task Force
Responding to Rumsfeld’s request for additions to DoD’s 2003 legislative agenda,
Chu emphasized, “If you’re willing to take on a big issue, Mr. Secretary, the
civilian personnel system ought to be one such issue.” Rumsfeld was more than
willing. When Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Civilian Personnel Policy)
Ginger Groeber told Rumsfeld that it was politically possible to institute pay
banding, which would condense GS grades and steps into larger bands and
give managers greater pay flexibility, he responded: “Is that all there is? Are
you kidding me? Is this all you guys want to change?” Baffled by the numerous
restraints on civilian management, he tasked personnel officials to come up with
more comprehensive reforms.29
In response, Chu and Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology,
and Logistics Edward Aldridge launched the Best Practices Task Force to
determine what they could learn from the demonstration projects operating
under personnel rules substantially different from the GS system. Not wanting
to lose momentum, Chu asked Groeber in March 2002 to conclude the study by
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September, a turnaround “which was pretty sporty in terms of major bureaucratic
reviews.” In addition to assessing the demonstration projects, Groeber’s reviewers
collected evidence to address potential objections to a new pay-for-performance
system, as they knew the department could not implement a transformative
personnel system uncontested.30
The speed of the review resulted in friction between
OSD reviewers and the services. Although Chu and
Groeber contended that the task force obtained
service support for management change, many of
those officials later remembered it differently. The
military services and OPM also felt excluded from
the review, according to some. Mary Lacey, then
technical director of the Naval Surface Warfare
Center and later NSPS program executive officer,
recalled, “The thing that was troublesome was that
the opinions and experiences of the people that had
been operating under these alternative personnel
systems, and in some cases for as long as 25 years,
were really discounted.” Moreover, although P&R
made OPM aware of the Best Practices Task Force,
the reviewers did not solicit the personnel agency’s
counsel. Personnel and Readiness also excluded Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and
David Chu at a Pentagon media roundtable
OPM from the initial crafting of legislative Readiness
on 8 August 2001. Chu launched the Best Practices
proposals stemming from the study, believing that
initiative and promoted the legislation necessary to
such collaboration would delay its implementation implement NSPS. (DoD Photo by R. D. Ward)
and result in incremental rather than wholesale
reform. They wanted the system rolled out quickly, as they felt a quick launch
would give the secretary the control over civilian personnel he needed to wage a
global war on terrorism more effectively.31

OSD’s Initial Goals
In line with Rumsfeld’s pursuit of military transformation, OSD personnel
officials initially developed ambitious goals for NSPS. They wanted a system
that rewarded top performers quickly, encouraged poor employees to improve
or leave, and freed managers from impediments to promote, demote, or
13
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reassign employees. They emphasized the need to appeal to the best college
graduates, considered reducing the importance of veterans’ preference to hiring
and retention, and hoped to accelerate hiring and disciplinary actions. Most
important, speed remained the architects’ top priority as they considered a
department-wide civilian personnel transformation.
In November 2002 Chu told Rumsfeld that after reviewing DoD’s personnel
practices, he and his staff recommended a system similar to AcqDemo, the
acquisition demonstration project, for all Defense civilians. Implemented in
1999, AcqDemo sought to simplify and expedite hiring and replaced GS grades
and steps with pay bands. What worked for acquisition personnel would work
for the entire department, they reasoned. Rumsfeld agreed. Groeber named the
proposed pay-for-performance system the “National Security Personnel System,”
stating that the name best described the system’s raison d’être. Despite the NSPS
architects’ attempts to mimic the best practices of successful demonstration
projects, lab directors with alternative personnel systems mostly wanted to
continue running their own systems rather than subordinate themselves to an
untested department-wide structure and successfully lobbied Congress to remain
out of NSPS. As a consequence, the new system was deprived of many who had
positive experiences with personnel reform.32
Key officials within the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel
and Readiness initially discussed limiting veterans’ preference, reasoning that
since the Pentagon looked favorably on those familiar with the military, it had
already staffed itself with proportionally more veterans than other agencies.
Moreover, because older veterans were mostly male and DoD recruited veterans
heavily, the Defense workforce had become male-dominated, especially at the top
of the GS scale. In 1998 less than 15 percent of GS-15 DoD civilian employees
were female. P&R officials concluded that veterans, because of the preference,
often received scores higher than better-qualified applicants, causing supervisors
to reject entire applicant lists, restart hiring processes, and rework job postings
in the hope of attracting more qualified candidates. OSD officials feared that the
preference placed veterans in jobs for which they were underqualified, causing
supervisors to work around them by hiring contractors.33
The NSPS architects also sought to sever DoD civilian employees from OPM.
Rumsfeld came to believe, to his consternation, that OPM could successfully
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stymie personnel decisions, making it difficult to select employees quickly to
accomplish certain unique tasks. Thus, although Deputy Secretary of Defense
Paul Wolfowitz recommended, for politically pragmatic reasons, emulating the
DHS personnel legislation language regarding coordination with OPM, he also
suggested providing the secretary with a “magic bullet” to overrule the agency:
“On personnel matters that affect the ability of the Department of Defense to
perform essential national security functions,” the proposed legislation read,
“the Secretary may overrule the [OPM] Director, subject to the appeal to the
President.” The secretary could of course interpret such essential functions
broadly. Moreover, OSD wanted civilians entirely exempted from Title 5 of the
U.S. Code, which codifies civil service policies, and placed instead under Title 10,
which codifies armed forces personnel laws. OSD’s original NSPS proposal read,
“Notwithstanding all other titles, the Secretary of Defense may create his own
human resources management system.” OPM soon discovered and attempted
to derail DoD’s separation efforts, forcing Rumsfeld to assume a greater role in
defending the proposed system.34
The system architects also excluded government employee unions from the initial
stages of NSPS development. OSD officials feared that bargaining with the
unions would result in numerous delays and a far less transformational system.
Nevertheless, Groeber recalled that she had repeatedly tried to meet with union
officials, who studiously avoided her. Moreover, she stated that union officials
told her they wanted no part in formulating NSPS concepts but would wait
for OSD to present them before commenting. She viewed unions’ avoidance
of early cooperation as a stratagem to quash NSPS by allowing union leaders to
later claim that OSD had acted alone. Conversely, union officials viewed DoD’s
apparent willingness to meet with them as a ploy to allow OSD to later claim
to Congress that they had sought union officials’ input when they had not. The
American Federation of Government Employees (AFGE) Chief of Staff Brian
DeWyngaert and General Counsel Mark Roth believed that Groeber and her
team had little genuine interest in working with the unions.35
Personal and Readiness officials worried most about opposition from AFGE, the
largest union representing DoD employees. Chu appealed to AFGE President
Bobby Harnage in January 2003, well before OSD publicized its legislative
proposals: “If we don’t change this system, the civilian workforce of this department
is slowly going out of business because the rules are so cumbersome. When a
15
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new function arises, no one wants to turn to civil servants. It’s too hard to hire.
It’s too hard to pay competitively. It’s too hard to manage.” Harnage, however,
felt that OSD exaggerated managerial problems and wanted to use the national
security imperative as a pretext to degrade workers’ rights and weaken the unions.
Later, Chu concluded that the union leader refused compromise because he faced
AFGE presidential reelection, and any concession to the Bush administration
would doom his prospects. Despite his resistance, Harnage lost the election in
August 2003 to John Gage, a more voluble foe of the administration’s policies
who had made opposition to NSPS a campaign centerpiece.36
Harnage’s early opposition presaged the fierce battle unions would wage as Congress
considered the NSPS proposal. Union leaders bitterly opposed the authorizing
legislation at congressional hearings, attacking every aspect of the proposed system
and accusing the Pentagon of nefarious motives and methods. On 29 April 2003
the AFGE president warned that the Pentagon was now directing the “shock and
awe” approach it employed against Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq on Congress
in a quest to eradicate “decades of social progress” and punish “a workforce that
has just made a crucial and extraordinary contribution to our victory in Operation
Enduring Freedom.” He accused OSD of “arrogance,” “bully[ing],” mounting
a “disinformation” campaign, issuing “the not-so-veiled threat that if they don’t
get the power they demand they’ll simply privatize everything,” moving “money
and jobs to political favorites and cronies,” and seeking “unchecked authority”
for the secretary. He decried the pay-for-performance concept, asserting: “Expert
opinion is unanimous that individualized pay-for-performance schemes, if they
make any effort whatsoever to be fair and based on measurable factors, eat up an
enormous amount of managerial resources and make everyone unhappy. They
do not improve productivity and they do not accomplish organizational goals.”
Although Harnage exaggerated when he claimed expert unanimity, his warnings
that NSPS would consume excessive managerial resources proved prophetic.37

The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2004
In early 2003, as the Pentagon prepared for war with Iraq, Rumsfeld pursued
White House backing for NSPS after it became evident that OPM had successfully
attacked a key part of the proposal. OSD had submitted the legislative proposal
directly to the OMB without prior consultation with OPM. Officials from OPM
took up their cause with OMB, stating that exempting DoD from Title 5 would
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give it an unfair advantage in personnel recruitment and retention over the rest
of the government, allowing DoD to poach employees from other departments
and agencies. OMB successfully pressed DoD to drop its exemption proposal.38
Forced to readjust tactics, OSD went after exemption authority through other
means. Rumsfeld believed his cabinet-level status would allow him to convince
White House Chief of Staff Andrew Card to arbitrate differences over NSPS
legislation in DoD’s favor. Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, and Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff General Richard Myers met with Card and the director of OPM at
the White House. To Chu’s surprise, Myers had offered to join them, explaining,
“I think this is important. This is critical for the Department.” After learning
about NSPS, the chairman became an enthusiastic supporter of personnel system
reform to better support the military. Card thought Rumsfeld brought along
the coterie of top Pentagon
officials to express DoD’s
earnestness but was concerned
that OPM viewed the attend
ance of such a high profile
group for an HR matter as
indicative of DoD’s hubris. In
a tense meeting, the Defense
leaders argued that the department already managed
over 1.4 million active and
1.2 million guard and reserve
military personnel. It could
handle DoD civilians, both the
GS employees and members of
the Senior Executive Service.
Rumsfeld applauding President George W. Bush during his remarks before signing
Card balked at DoD operating the National Defense Authorization Act at the Pentagon on 24 November 2003. In
independently and refused to addition to funding the Department of Defense, the act authorized the secretary to
implement the National Security Personnel System. (DoD photo by Helene C. Stikkel)
allow the Pentagon to drop
veterans’ preference or manage its own SES cadre. Nevertheless, the White House
supported a national security waiver in the proposal to grant the secretary authority
to prescribe NSPS regulations without the OPM director. OPM and DoD leaders
both believed they had lost vital parts of their arguments and continued to promote
contrasting agendas: the former attempted to link NSPS to the administration’s
17
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wider personnel reforms while the latter moved to sever the system from the rest of
the government.39
After gaining the administration’s support, Rumsfeld allowed his P&R team
to test congressional receptivity, which had improved markedly after the 2002
midterm election. For the first time since 1934 the incumbent president’s party
gained seats in both houses. With Bush’s popularity rating at 63 percent prior
to the congressional elections and the Global War on Terrorism preoccupying
voters, the Republicans gained a majority in the Senate and retained their
majority in the House.40 Republican leaders were eager to give DoD authority to
revamp its civilian personnel system. “I was knocking on an open door from their
perspective,” Chu recalled.41 He found the chairman of the House Government
Reform Committee, Thomas Davis (R–VA), and the Chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee, Duncan Hunter (R–CA), particularly sympathetic
to NSPS and critical allies. He and Groeber also tried to enlist congressional
Democrats and met with those who privately expressed support for or interest
in NSPS. Groeber recalled that after taking a seat in Senator Edward Kennedy’s
(D–MA) office, the senator’s two Portuguese water dogs walked to her and lay on
her feet. Kennedy told her that his dogs can detect the character of a person, and
he had never seen his dogs do that. He said they trusted her and he would trust
her. Although he would not support NSPS, he would not oppose it. But with
many skeptical about its feasibility and others privately conscious of the need to
maintain labor union support, most Democrats opposed the system.42
Throughout the months of legislative deliberations, Defense leaders repeatedly
stressed the national security imperative heightened by the terrorist attacks of
9/11 to reform civilian management. Speaking in June 2003 before the Senate
Armed Services Committee, Rumsfeld argued that 320,000 military personnel
performed civilian functions. Replacing soldiers with civilians would relieve stress
on military manpower while troops fought in Afghanistan and Iraq. He contended
that supervisors had “to be freed up so they can make greater use of the Civil
Service, rather than being forced to use military personnel or contractors because
they cannot efficiently manage the DoD civilian workforce.” He explained that
83 percent of civilians supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom were contractors and
a mere 17 percent were civil servants: “Why? Because in most cases, the complex
web of rules and regulations prevents us from moving DoD civilians to new tasks
quickly. As a natural result, managers in the Department turn to the military or
to private contractors to do jobs that DoD civilians could and should be doing.”
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Of course, the DoD’s increasing reliance on contractors in the late 20th and early
21st centuries was not merely a result of cumbersome rules and regulations—
DoD relied on privatization to maintain critical functions while official civilian
and military personnel numbers stagnated or dropped, especially after the end
of the Cold War. Yet, rather than just relying more directly on the private sector,
Rumsfeld argued that DoD must emulate it.43
Democrats’ strong opposition required OSD and congressional Republicans
to resort to creative legislative maneuvering to push NSPS through Congress.
Continued White House backing proved helpful since Bush’s popularity was still
high. Rumsfeld also enlisted Vice President Richard Cheney. David Chu recalled
that OSD officials had explained to Cheney by video conference the merits of
NSPS, about which he had heard “evil things.” According to Chu, the vice president
responded, “This is a sensible thing to do.” The president’s legislative team helped
convince a sufficient number of House and Senate Republicans to support the
enabling legislation. After four months of deliberation, the Senate and the House
agreed on a final National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for fiscal year
2004 that granted DoD authority to implement NSPS. The labor relations sunset
provision, which granted DoD the right to curtail collective bargaining until
after November 2009 unless Congress authorized an extension, proved critical for
compromise and later crucial for allowing DoD to parry the unions’ legal attacks
on the system. The House and Senate passed the conference report on 11 and 12
November, respectively, and Bush signed the authorization act on 24 November
2003. The act gave the defense secretary authority to develop and deploy NSPS,
but because Congress did not approve his desired national security waiver, he
had to do so in coordination with the OPM director. The secretary had gained
enactment authority, but still needed a feasible implementation plan and had to
work out what coordination with OPM would entail.44

First Attempt at Implementation
Initially, the Defense Civilian Personnel Management Service directed
NSPS implementation. On 1 December 2003 OSD established the NSPS
implementation office; Bradley Bunn headed the office and reported to Groeber.
The implementation team aggressively pursued ambitious goals, agreeing to
convert the entire department within two years and stating that there would
be one DoD civilian personnel system rather than separate systems for OSD and
the services. By 11 February 2004 the team decided to migrate 300,000 DoD
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employees to NSPS by October 2004, focusing primarily on white-collar employees.
Rumsfeld and Chu set the tempo. With an emphasis on a speedy rollout and a
desire to create the most transformational system possible, OSD developed NSPS
plans without soliciting input or “buy-in” from demonstration personnel system
leaders, the services, government employee unions, or the Office of Personnel
Management. The lack of input helped cause the
initial implementation drive to falter.45

“The CPMS office at DoD was shar
ing information with OPM, but it
was after the fact—‘This is what
we’re going to do tomorrow.’ …
It wasn’t ‘Let’s talk about what we
might do next week.’”

Groeber later spurned the notion that OSD had
snubbed the services and argued that OPM tried
to maintain excessive control over DoD personnel.
Her actions were guided by the idea that too much
cooperation, at too early a stage, would blunt the
George Nesterczuk, 26 August
system’s transformative edge and delay its rollout.
2008 interview 46
Instead, OSD planned to present a fait accompli
quickly, then persuade or pressure others to accept
the system. She thus restricted planning for the
transformation of the entire Defense Department’s civilian workforce system to
OSD. She believed, for reasons of national security, that the secretary should have
the same authority to manage civilians as he did when managing the military and
should not be forced to spar frequently with OPM over civilian management.47
Many military service human resource officials found this approach authoritarian.
William Navas, assistant secretary of the Navy for manpower and reserve affairs,
felt that Groeber “was under the impression that she could take the law into her
own hands with a small group of her people in OSD—draft the implementing
regulations, and issue them to the services … and the DoD agencies, and that
they would be implemented in a very short period of time.” Sharon Seymour,
then associate director of personnel policy on the Air Staff, stressed that OSD
demanded a quick rollout. She was of the opinion that Groeber “was not
a particularly democratic person when it came to these things. [The political
appointees] were in charge and we weren’t.… [Groeber] was a hard case, she was
hard to get along with.” Seymour felt that the OSD’s haste was meant to allow
it to maintain design control and “jam” the system through DoD before the
unions could mobilize against it. Yet union mobilization proved rapid enough to
effectively resist the initial implementation attempt.48
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Union leaders reacted soon after Congress passed NSPS enabling legislation. They
agreed to a meeting with OSD and OPM officials on 26 and 27 February 2004.
Prior to the meeting, OSD presented the unions with a paper that laid out NSPS
concepts, including replacement of collective bargaining with union consultations.
Even before the meeting took place, union leaders castigated NSPS in conversations
with members of Congress and the media. And at the meeting, Groeber told union
representatives: “The law says that DoD can put in place an NSPS, and the means for
your participation, unions, is this process. It is meet and confer; it is not bargaining.”
Both her tone and the proposals infuriated union officials. In particular, they took
exception to the proposed Defense Labor Relations Board, described by OSD as
a third party that would resolve labor-management disputes. The unions assumed
that the defense secretary would handpick compliant board members. According to
the AFGE meeting minutes, one union leader complained at the conclusion of the
second day: “I take exception because it is as if you are speaking to us like we are
children.” Another exclaimed: “I have sat here for the last two days listening to your
bullshit. I represent over 600,000 DoD employees. We are not going to be a part
of this dog and pony show anymore. We will leave our labor relations [people] and
attorneys here to finish this.”49
OSD’s concepts also distressed officials at OPM and OMB. OMB questioned
why OSD opted not to follow the personnel regulations established by the
Department of Homeland Security and warned that the proposal threatened to
diminish veterans’ preference, which would contradict the administration’s policy.
On 9 March 2004 OPM Director Kay Coles James sent Rumsfeld a critique of
the NSPS design proposals. She argued that the Pentagon’s overreach endangered
congressional support for the DHS system, NSPS, and the Bush administration’s
attempt to transform the entire federal personnel system. OPM officials found
particularly alarming proposals designed to diminish veterans’ preference, which
they felt must remain “sacrosanct” in the new system. The proposed regulations
would limit veterans’ preference in reduction-in-force layoffs to only those with
the most severe disabilities and would practically end veterans’ preference for
hiring decisions, she wrote. Moreover, under NSPS, veterans would no longer
have the right to a pretermination notice and hearing after one year of federal
service but would need three years like nonveteran employees.50
George Nesterczuk, the senior advisor to James on NSPS who had drafted the
letter, recalled that OPM officials reasoned that DoD could not afford to have
powerful veterans’ groups joining the unions in opposition. If united, such forces
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might kill not only NSPS but also other aspects of the administration’s legislative
agenda. The letter warned that the NSPS proposals were too specific and cautioned
that poor execution could undermine their shared goal of transforming personnel
management. OPM found the unions’ negative response “predictable.” Although
OPM concurred with OSD’s efforts to avoid being hamstrung by collective
bargaining, the letter warned:
The proposal may be contrary
to law, insofar as it attempts to
replace collective bar
gaining
with “consultation” and elim
inate collective bargaining
agreements altogether. In add
ition, other elements of the
proposal—for example, those
dealing with union elections
and dues withholding—lack a
clear and defensible national
security nexus and jeopardize
those parts that do.
The letter recommended that OSD
concern itself less with establishing
deadlines and regulations and more with
getting the support of the civilians who
would be converted into the system.
Although OPM was attempting to be helpful, the letter indicated just how far
apart OPM and OSD remained on NSPS.51

Secretary of the Navy Gordon England addressing U.S. sailors aboard
the USS Theodore Roosevelt in Norfolk, Virginia, before they
deployed on 19 September 2001. In early 2004, Secretary Rumsfeld
turned to England to review and overhaul the implementation of
NSPS. (Photo by PHC Dolores L. Parlato)

Having sensed growing opposition, even before receiving James’ letter, Rumsfeld
asked Secretary of the Navy Gordon England to review the system on 12 February
2004. England had vast managerial experience as a senior executive at General
Dynamics and viewed addressing civilian personnel matters as essential to DoD’s
long-term effectiveness. England had developed good rapport with James while
working with her to implement the DHS personnel system when he briefly
served as deputy secretary of homeland security. He concluded that the P&R
implementation team’s approach, widely perceived as unilateralist, would end
in debacle. England reflected that their “approach was just not sound in terms
of their expectations, what they could accomplish.” He stressed, “I just couldn’t
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imagine we could implement a system this fast in the federal government without
OPM.” England later reflected, “That was not an appropriate way to do a new
personnel system.” Members of Congress who helped pass NSPS enabling
legislation fulminated at DoD’s approach and intimated that they would revoke
NSPS authority if OSD did not change course.52
England persuaded Rumsfeld that implementation would require support from
OPM and those who felt insulted and snubbed. He remembered telling the
defense secretary that implementation would fail: “There was no possible way of
implementing this in the Department the way
it was being approached, and… ongress wasn’t “There was much trepidation…
going to let us do it anyway, and, therefore, you’d about moving forward in the man
better stop what’s doing and recreate a whole ner and the speed that we were in
tent upon going. And Gordon En
new process for the National Security Personnel
System.” England warned that NSPS would end gland, who was then Navy Secretary,
specifically was very upset with this.
in a fiasco if rolled out without the backing of
He went to Rumsfeld, so Rumsfeld
those who would implement it. OPM had already
moved authority over deployment
expended much political capital driving the new from my office to England, as a per
Department of Homeland Security personnel son, in early 2004.”
system through Congress. White House officials
David Chu, 25 March 2009
feared that if DoD veered too far from the course
interview 55
DHS had already set, the administration’s
efforts to reform management in the entire
federal government would derail. England felt Chu’s personnel staff had “let
him down.” He explained that “Their approach…was just not sound in terms
of their expectations, what they could accomplish,” and stressed: “Look…this
thing that you want to implement might be the best thing since sliced bread.
But in this town, the process for implementing it is as important, if not more
important, than the end product.”53
England argued for mounting a more significant effort over a longer period of
time to achieve acceptance among all parties with an interest in the system. He
presented his case to the Senior Level Review Group, an assemblage of top uniformed
and civilian officials who met regularly during the Rumsfeld era. Groeber strongly
disagreed, arguing that the implementation goals were carefully considered and
realistic. England prevailed and advised a strategic pause along with a comprehensive
redesign to allow OSD to address the system’s shortcomings while gaining the trust
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of those whose support was needed. Rumsfeld agreed. He opted for England, rather
than Chu’s office, to direct implementation, even while serving as secretary of the
Navy. Groeber, no longer spearheading NSPS implementation, left the federal service
shortly after England took charge.54

The Secretary of the Navy Assumes Control
The change meant that the secretary of the Navy was directing a department-wide
transformation—a rather unconventional arrangement. On 19 May 2004 England
was designated the NSPS senior executive. The implementation team now answered
directly to him, and the Office of Personnel and Readiness would assist the effort.
England shifted the implementation focus to achieving broad support and preparedness
for the new system through consultation and compromise. Moreover, he promised to
work with OPM to implement the system and attempted to achieve union agreement.
He accomplished far greater success with the former. Principal Deputy Under Secretary
of Defense for Personnel and Readiness Charles Abell recalled:
When Secretary England was tasked to oversee this, boy, that was Sir
Galahad riding to the rescue. He came in. He said: Let’s establish a
workgroup, multiservice, which was a great idea, and, also, if he said it
once he said it a thousand times, “The soft stuff is the hard stuff,” and
once we learned that, then we knew we had to focus on the soft things.
It wasn’t: “Get the pay grade out there.” It was: “Get the performance
management system right, and everything else would follow.”… I was
too close to the forest, and Secretary England brought that perspective
in. He’d run a factory and he knew unions, he knew workforce, and
he just had the temperament to sometimes tap me on the shoulder
and say: “Take a break,” and sometimes kick me in the butt and say:
“Get going on this.” I really appreciated it.56
England’s management of NSPS gave it greater legitimacy throughout the
department, as the system appeared less like the concoction of a single office
and more like a broad DoD initiative that had to be taken seriously. The reform
effort’s standing increased further after England succeeded Wolfowitz, first as
acting deputy secretary of defense in May 2005, and then as deputy in January
2006. Chu later stressed that although some personnel officials were upset that
P&R no longer directed NSPS autonomously, “being Deputy Secretary allowed
England to drive it forward in a way that my office by itself might not have
without constantly appealing to the Secretary.”57
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Once placed in charge of NSPS implementation, England created a Program
Executive Office (PEO) that reported directly to him but was staffed by the
Civilian Personnel Management Service, the agency that had previously led the
implementation drive. He tasked the PEO with the “responsibility to design,
develop, assess, and deploy a fully operational NSPS.” On 8 June 2004 England
appointed Mary Lacey, a mechanical engineer and experienced manager who had
helped craft a broad pay band
system at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center as program
executive officer of NSPS.
England picked Lacey because
of her experience managing the
department’s largest personnel
demonstration project, her
effectiveness at dealing with
unions, and her enthusiasm for
NSPS. Although Personnel
and Readiness officials’ feelings
were “a bit bruised” because
their implementation drive Gordon England outlines the processes used to develop the National Security Personnel
System at a 7 July 2004 town hall meeting in the Pentagon. (U.S. Navy photo by
had been halted, the new NSPS
leadership continued to rely Chief Journalist Craig P. Strawser)
on P&R staff to launch NSPS.
Bradley Bunn, whom Groeber had initially tasked with implementation, became
deputy to Lacey and served as the bridge between the new NSPS directors and
the personnel and readiness staff, who continued to provide policy expertise. The
PEO then started the work of implementing NSPS from scratch.58
Review groups provided the PEO and the Navy secretary with thorough
explications of every facet of launching an effective system rollout while
integrating the views of service and OPM officials. Working groups, known as
integrated product teams (IPTs), examined all aspects of NSPS implementation,
including labor relations, public relations, and system rollout timelines. Above
the IPTs, the Overarching Integrated Product Team (OIPT) sifted through the
IPT reviewers’ findings and briefed Chu and England. Demonstrating that OPM
would now be treated as a partner, the OIPT was cochaired by Charles Abell
and George Nesterczuk, the senior OPM advisor to DoD on NSPS, on matters
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agency found most objectionable, such as the diminution of veterans’ preference.
An OPM concepts paper released in April 2004 mentioned Homeland Security’s
Max-HR and NSPS as “‘designer systems’[that] represent the future of our
civil service, flexible enough to fit an agency’s unique mission and culture, yet
inextricably connected to one another by the civil service values.…” Although
OPM sought to allow agencies greater flexibility to engineer personnel systems
best suited for their unique missions, James stressed the need for departments to
rely on OPM’s stewardship to ensure that the federal government did not become
balkanized to the point where its leveraging power was jeopardized.61

NSPS had a rather elaborate design process after the strategic pause. Source:
Image recreated from Patricia Adams’ 21 October 2004 presentation, OSD
Historical Office Reference Collection.

related to DoD jointly prescribed regulations. The OIPT supported and advised
both England and the PEO, making design recommendations for England to
approve. Rather than establish NSPS regulations internally, as Groeber’s team had
planned, the new implementers opted to publish the rules in the Federal Register
to bolster the system’s legitimacy. OSD and OPM also collaborated closely in
constructing new draft regulations and on plans for working with the unions.59
England decided to roll out the system in the same fashion that DoD introduced
new weapons projects, staggering employee conversions in “spirals.” He later
reflected, “We piloted, launched it, learned from that spiral, the next spiral,
incorporated the improvements.… Like you would turn a weapon system to the
warriors, we would turn a new personnel system to the personnel community.”
The size of the spirals could then be adjusted based on the successes or flaws
found in the earlier migrated groups.60
As a consequence of the new approach, OPM officials’ tone changed markedly.
Working with OPM, DoD dispensed with aspects of the system that the personnel
26

Like Chu, England initially sought union acceptance of NSPS, meeting and dining
with labor leaders in hopes of wooing them, while being careful to avoid giving them
a say in the system’s design. Like Chu, the Navy secretary found them implacable. He
could not alter labor’s staunch opposition, and meetings between OSD and union
leaders remained hostile. OSD officials repeatedly stressed the need to break from
the GS’s rigidities and build a system that reflected 21st-century labor practices,
technological changes, and the national security imperative for a flexible civilian
workforce. Union leaders responded that NSPS was a thinly veiled, ideologically
driven attempt to coerce DoD civilians into reverting to 19th-century conditions.
England concluded that unions would never relent and later regretted that he had
not initially excluded union members from NSPS altogether.62
Like OSD, the unions used the strategic pause, which they attributed to their
own efforts, to reconsider strategy. In a press release, AFGE President John Gage
triumphantly stressed, “Let us not forget, downplay, or even take for granted
the fact that DoD’s recent turn of direction is the result of the continuous
and thunderous outpouring of outrage by federal employees (DoD and other
agencies), AFGE, and our sister unions since DoD announced its concepts paper
on February 6th.” In February 2004 36 unions representing Defense Department
employees had united in opposition to NSPS.63
The unions condemned NSPS before draft regulations had been published.
Lacey had unintentionally given unions further ammunition by stating that the
implementation team would “go dark” while drafting regulations. Her purpose
had been to allow OSD and OPM to agree to regulations before presenting them
to the unions, as many of the regulations would change through interagency
negotiation and, she felt, union involvement would only create confusion
and consternation. The unions, however, accused OSD of sinister secrecy. At
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AFGE’s Legislative and Grassroots Mobilization Conference in February 2005
Gage joined John Sweeney, president of the AFL-CIO, in denouncing the
system. Gage said, “NSPS will put the squeeze on employees by enabling the
agency to mess around with pay, work schedules, leave, and evaluations without
any meaningful appeals rights.” Sweeney added: “The Bush Administration is
now stepping out way beyond any appropriate flexibility in work rules and into
radically undermining good pay, decent workplace standards and workers’ rights
throughout the federal workforces.… We are here to tell the Bush administration
that the attack on workers’ rights ends here.”64

additional layer of supervisors reviewed whether managers’ performance evaluations
fairly determined pay, merely compounded the unfairness of the entire system.
They objected to the “concept and legality of pay pool panels and pay pool
managers with authority to manipulate the system.” Moreover, the UDWC
argued that DoD had failed to explain adequately how employee reassignment
or promotion would affect pay, did not provide clearly defined performance
measures, diminished the employee appeals process, provided the secretary
with arbitrary power to institute force reductions, and unlawfully degraded the
collective bargaining powers of unions.67

On 14 February 2005 OSD published the outline of NSPS as draft regulations
in the Federal Register for public comment, which resulted in a deluge of
concerns. Over 57,000 citizens made public comments, expressing anxiety over
the erosion of collective bargaining, the reduction of adverse actions and appeals
rules, and the enormous power the system would
give managers.66 Although unions disagreed
over specific objections, they united in overall
“To me, with my Navy background,
going dark is a term that means you
opposition to the system. Simultaneous with the
are going silent. There is a period
draft’s publication, the AFGE sent a message to its
that a submarine goes down. It goes
members entitled, “The Valentine’s Day Slaughter
dark. Runs dark, runs deep. It is
of DoD Civilians,” which claimed that NSPS
quiet. We had gotten all the input we
would give supervisors the arbitrary power to fire
were going to get from the unions.
or relocate civilians and promised that the unions
We had gotten lots of input, and it
would “engage in what will become the biggest
was time to sit down and write the
grassroots mobilizations of American workers ever
draft regulations.”
seen.” The United Defense Workers Coalition
Mary Lacey, 16 January 2009
(UDWC) objected to the proposed system
interview 65
“in its entirety” and recommended against its
implementation unless it was completely revised.
The coalition stated that DoD officials had refused compromise and rejected the
coalition’s offer to create a system with components ensuring that employees’ pay
remained comparable to the private sector. Moreover, the UDWC stated that
DoD refused to negotiate over linking fixed percentages to performance levels, or
for guaranteeing collective bargaining for employees belonging to unions once the
system was in place. Moreover, the coalition questioned the pay-for-performance
system and the pay pools, arguing that they gave managers “excessive power to
manipulate ratings and payout decisions”; that performance appraisals “notoriously”
failed to evaluate performance accurately; and that the pay pool system, in which an

Just before the UDWC submitted its condemnation, the Senate held hearings
on the proposed regulations. Abell and Nesterczuk both argued that the system
neither infringed on employee rights nor on veterans’ preference. Gage countered
by stressing that by not allowing performance evaluations to be subjected to
the union’s negotiated grievance and arbitration process, the new system would
allow political cronyism and personal favoritism. Moreover, he argued, the
weight performance evaluations given in NSPS would lessen veterans’ preference
in retention decisions. He said that performance incentive tools existed in the
GS system but were underutilized because of perennial budget constraints. He
cited scholarship by Jeffrey Pfeffer to argue that that pay-for-performance did not
measurably improve performance, consumed managerial resources, and caused
most workers to lose pay and become increasingly discontented.68
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In response to union comments, DoD adjusted aspects of its pay-for-performance
system before DoD and OPM announced the submission of the final regulations
to the Federal Register on 26 October 2005. DoD changed the system regulations
to mandate that supervisors provide employees with performance expectations in
writing, establish a 6 percent minimum pay increase for promotions, and permit
bargaining unit employees to use negotiated grievance procedures to challenge
performance ratings. It also limited the number of times DoD could reduce an
employee’s pay because of misconduct or poor performance to once per year.69
Despite DoD adjustments in response to public comments, the unions continued
to criticize the system and used legal means to attempt to block implementation.
AFGE filed suit against DoD (AFGE v. Rumsfeld) on 7 November 2005, causing
DoD to further postpone implementation. The lawsuit accused DoD of a “failure
to abide by the requirements of 5 U.S.C. § 9902(m)(3) in developing a labor
relations system for the Department of Defense” and of establishing “a DoD
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labor relations system and employee appeals process that are contrary to law.” The
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia decided on 27 February 2006
in AFGE’s favor on collective bargaining, the National Security Labor Relations
Board, and adverse action appeals. The court ordered DoD to freeze NSPS labor
relations regulation and employee appeals procedures but allowed nonbargaining
employees in Spiral 1.1, the first group selected by OSD, to migrate into the
system. The unions continued to object to the system as DoD appealed the district
court ruling and proceeded to
implement NSPS’s performance
management,
compensation
and
classification,
and
workforce-shaping provisions
for Spiral 1. DoD appealed
to the U.S. Court of Appeals,
which, citing the law’s sunset
provision, overturned the
district court’s ruling. The U.S.
Supreme Court refused AFGE’s
filing of a writ of certiorari,
which would have resulted in a
Supreme Court Review of the
England and Chu meet with media members to outline NSPS implementation
plans on 14 April 2004. (U.S. Navy photo by Chief Journalist Craig P. Strawser)
U.S. Court of Appeals decision.
Despite this legal victory, on
17 September 2007 DoD announced it would move ahead with NSPS human
resources regulation for nonbargaining unit employees only.70
The strategic pause proved highly consequential. OSD had perhaps avoided a
total debacle by postponing implementation and gained a powerful advocate in
Gordon England. Yet the delay allowed union opposition to crystalize, resulting in
a later rollout at a much slower pace than the architects had originally envisioned
and giving the unions time to coordinate strategy for mounting a sustained attack
on the system. Moreover, renewed efforts to reach out to unions failed, and union
leaders simply viewed DoD’s pause as an indication that their opposition had
been effective. It had, after all, been the substance of NSPS proposed changes—
not merely OSD officials’ tone—that had provoked the unions.

Implementation
It was not until spring 2006 that OSD finally began rolling out the most
significant personnel change since the Civil Service Reform Act, but they did so
on a far smaller scale than initially anticipated. England gave Lacey great leeway.
Rather than require that she constantly seek his approval, he stressed that she
should use her best judgment while keeping him informed and allowing him to
give her “high cover” when needed. He told Lacey that implementation should
be “event-driven” rather than “time-driven.” Instead of requiring conversion to
follow arbitrary deadlines, progress
would follow capability. Earlier,
on 15 December 2004, England
had stated that DoD would begin
converting 300,000 employees
into NSPS as early as July 2005,
with 60,000 personnel migrated in
the first phase. Yet as a consequence
of rollout preparedness difficulties
and union legal challenges, just
11,000 employees were included in
the 30 April rollout of Spiral 1.1.71

Gordon England and Acting Director of the Office of Personnel Management Dan
Blair at a joint press conference on 10 February 2005. England strove to work more
closely with OPM. (U.S. Navy photo by Chief Journalist Craig P. Strawser)

Lacey anticipated that early spiral
success would convince those
slated for later migration that NSPS was better than the old system. The system’s
architects hoped that eventually even some union members would clamor for
admission after hearing of migrated employees’ satisfaction. However, they
also predicted that it would take years for those in the early spirals to become
satisfied with NSPS as managers learned their new evaluation responsibilities and
employees adapted to new performance expectations. To achieve early success, the
PEO selected for the first group managers who most enthusiastically supported
change and whose organizations were best prepared to adapt to a new pay-forperformance system, but implementers, Sharon Seymour recalled, also “twisted
some arms” when employees were not so enthusiastic. Many who had their arms
twisted were human resources personnel.72
OSD officials later gave Spiral 1.1 implementation mixed reviews, and early
failures damaged managers’ and employees’ perceptions of NSPS. Bradley Bunn
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later bemoaned early information technology (IT) problems, remembering the
rollout as “a perfect storm of things devastating in the damage it really caused.”
He admitted, “We over-engineered the system.”
Early system glitches frustrated managers and
“Well, theoretically I should have
employees alike, causing lasting damage to the
had a lot of leeway because they
system’s repute. Participants found the process
were supposed to be working for me.
of establishing annual work objectives excessively
I was the customer, but the truth of
cumbersome, as employees and managers would
the matter was that generally they
“ping pong” objectives back and forth. Even
did not listen a whole lot to what I
relatively simple issues such as setting passwords
had to say. It was the way they were
proved overly complex. Reflecting later on the
going to do it. It was very frustrat
early Performance Appraisal Application (PAA)
ing. I actually even brought in a sys
tems engineer to be my person that
rollout, Mary Lacey remembered thinking: “Oh
was going to oversee the work, and
my God. This is so bad.” Michael Dominguez,
they effectively would ignore him.
Charlie Abell’s successor as principal deputy
The problem with the first version
under secretary for personnel and readiness,
was it just was not user-friendly, and
acknowledged the early IT problems but,
they made no attempt to really make
nonetheless, called the system rollout a “case
it user-friendly.”
study in how to do it right.” He credited the
Bradley Bunn, 12 September 2008
service secretaries’ and England’s leadership
interview 74
as well as the handpicked conversion group’s
talent and enthusiasm for overcoming early IT
obstacles. He recalled that the group “bowled through” the “broken” performance
management and evaluation IT system.73

System Mechanics
Where implemented, NSPS substituted pay bands for the 15-grade GS pay
system. Ideally, managers could use pay band flexibility to pay qualified hires
at more appropriate levels than their GS counterparts. Equally important,
performance bonuses and pay raises would be based on pay pools—numerically
limited groups of similar employees—which would ensure fiscal discipline and
discourage evaluation inflation. The funds for a given pay pool were equal to
the amount of money that would have been allocated under the old system to
near-automatic step increases within a grade, annual pay raises, quality step
increases, and bonuses. By tying all this money more closely to performance, the
rewards were greater for those employees deemed to be the best, while lower32

rated personnel saw their pay increase much more slowly than it would have
under the GS system. To successfully implement NSPS, OSD had to shift the
department’s understanding of fairness. As Stephen Kreiser, a Department of
the Army civilian, argued, the success of NSPS rested with managers’ ability
to shift the culture from one prizing consistency to one rewarding individual
performance, emphasizing that “it is not fair to treat everyone as equals.”75
The system divided employees into four career groups: Standard Career Group;
Investigative and Protective Services Career Group; Scientific and Engineering
Career Group; and Medical Career Group. It further divided each career group
into four pay schedules: Professional/Analytical; Technician/Support; Supervisor/
Manager; and Student. Each
pay schedule had from one
to four pay bands, with most
schedules containing three:
Expert, Journey, and Entry/
Development. Regardless of
career group, most NSPS
employees belonged to the
second pay band, which
collapsed numerous GS
grades. On 30 April 2009,
68.5 percent of the NSPS
workforce belonged to
NSPS Pay Band 2 (PB2).76
On 28 April 2006, England signed the document authorizing the first group of employees,
Starting salaries for new
Spiral 1.1, to be moved into NSPS. This launch came far later and was much smaller than
the architects had initially planned. (DoD Photo by R. D. Ward)
hires depended on the
career group. Professional
employees, for example, earned significantly higher entry-level pay than
Technician/Support employees.77
The system allowed for alternative forms of competition in order to, according
to a manual given to employees to help them understand the system, “minimize
paperwork while filling the position with the right person at the right time.”
For instance, a manager could select a subordinate for an “exceptional
performance promotion,” without that employee applying for a position in the
same occupational code, or specific position type, if he or she had received the
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highest performance rating in their most recent performance appraisals, and if
the manager considered other candidates with the same performance scores. A
manager could also use “alternate certification” to request an employee by name.
A job offer could be made after the human resources office determined that the
skills of the candidate named by the manager met the position’s qualifications.
NSPS allowed the components to establish boards to recommend and evaluate
candidates for vacant positions. Managers could thus fill a position without
advertising a vacancy.78
The system architects sought to give managers and, to a lesser extent, employees
greater pay and reassignment flexibility while increasing the level of interaction
between supervisors and employees. In the GS system, managers often cannot
change job duties without reclassifying a position, but a supervisor in NSPS
could simply assign new tasks to employees within the same pay band. If DoD
management directed reassignments, an employee could receive up to a 5 percent
base pay increase for each reassignment. As in the GS, NSPS employees’ evaluation
periods spanned the fiscal year. At the annual review, supervisors provided
employees with narrative evaluations that they converted into numeric scores
on a five-point scale (1: Unacceptable, 2: Fair, 3: Valued Performer, 4: Exceeds
Expectations, 5: Role Model). In determining scores, supervisors considered
“contributing factors” for each evaluation criteria. Such factors included critical

thinking, cooperation and teamwork, communication, resource management,
customer focus, technical proficiency, and leadership. The manager could increase
or decrease individual overall scores by one point on the basis of contributing
factors. Employees had to attain an overall score of at least three to be eligible
for a performance-based pay increase but would automatically receive an overall
score of one if they received a one for any performance objectives.
Managers could issue corrective actions to underperforming subordinates. Such
actions included remedial training, an improvement period, a reassignment, an
oral or written warning, a letter of counseling, a written reprimand, and other
adverse actions. Under NSPS, employees could have their base salaries decreased
because of an adverse action by a maximum of 10 percent per year. Such a pay
reduction could only occur once in a 12-month period.79
Employees could write requests for rating reconsideration to pool managers
within 10 days of receiving their assessments. The pay pool manager had 15 days
after receipt of the appeal to respond with a written explanation of his or her
determination. If employees remained dissatisfied, they could submit requests,
within five days of receiving the pay pool manager review, to the Performance
Review Authority, which supervised pay pools across the department to
maintain evaluation consistency. Workers belonging to bargaining units could

Managers’ and Supervisors’ Views of NSPS, 2010

Employee Views of NSPS, May 2009

“You have the tools, training, and information you need to make
pay decisions under NSPS”

“The use of Contributing Factors affects my approach to accomplishing my job objectives”

39%

35%

25%

“The 5-level NSPS performance rating scale provides meaningful performance differentiation”

45%

32%

23%

30%

36%

34%

“The pay pool panel helps ensure that the performance rating and payout process is equitable”

27%
Agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Source: 2010 Status of Forces Survey of DoD Civilian Employees

34

Disagree

Agree

39%

34%

Neither agree nor disagree

Source: 2008 Status of Forces Survey of DoD Civilian Employees

35

Disagree
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file grievances through the department’s negotiated grievance procedure. In
comparison with the GS system, NSPS significantly curtailed the effectiveness
of employees’ appeals against adverse actions by allowing DoD to modify the
rulings of administrative judges on the Merit Systems Protection Board.80
Unfortunately for the implementers, the evaluation and payout process proved
riddled with problems. In its review of the January 2008 payout, GAO, which
was itself under a pay-for-performance system, found that managers were told to
rate most employees at level three (“Valued Performer”).81 Most managers were
hesitant to rate employees at the levels one or two, because low ratings required
extra paperwork to justify; the pay pools could revise the initial performance
appraisal if the documentation was not convincing and thorough. The ability
of the pay pools to revise managers’ ratings made both managers and employees
afraid that poorly written documentation would affect employee payouts.
Indeed, one pay pool panel member told internal reviewers that writing quality
was a factor:
The eloquence of the writing is important. You need to focus [the]
reader into what you want to see. The big thing is the “so what”—
what did that contribute, what did it advance; what was the impact?
It’s not just what you did. There is a perception that this is a writing
competition, but that is wrong. That said, it is also not entirely
objective.
One discussion group told GAO examiners that, because of the extensive detail
demanded in these discursive evaluations, it took an average of four hours to
evaluate each employee.82
As with any new major personnel reform, system success ultimately depended
upon managers evaluating employees fairly and competently, and supervisors
were themselves assessed based on their performance management effectiveness.
Temporary faults would appear whenever managers favored certain employees
over others for nonwork reasons or when administrators gave all employees
equally high evaluation scores, thereby forcing the pay pool panels to adjust
numerous employee ratings. To ensure individual evaluations were fair and
also to avoid across-the-board inflation, a panel of senior managers reviewed all
evaluations in each pay pool. The pay pool panel compared all evaluations with
the goal of ensuring that different managers were applying similar standards, and
36

that those employees who received the highest or lowest ratings truly deserved
them. The panel could and often did send evaluations back to a manager to be
rewritten or reranked. A pay pool manager made final decisions based on the
panel’s recommendations.83

NSPS Employee Views on Rating Outcomes
2008 Survey
“How useful was the information provided about rating outcomes in your pay pool?”

35%

42%

23%

2010 Survey
“How useful was the information provided about rating outcomes in your pay pool?”

32%
Useful

36%

32%

Neither useful nor useless

Useless

Source: 2008 Status of Forces Survey of DoD Civilian Employees

Although NSPS banned evaluation quotas, the system was designed to be cost
neutral. Since only a small portion of employees could be given the highest
ratings for the system to remain fiscally sound, the pay pools were set at a fixed
amount. Unlike in the GS system, an employee’s pay raise would be determined
by both the number of shares of the overall pay pool funds that a manager had at
his or her disposal and the value of each share.
Since the number of shares would be divided by the fixed pay pool total, those
pools with a high proportion of top-rated employees would receive shares with
lesser value than those received by top employees in pay pools with a higher
percentage of employees receiving lower ratings. The system sought to offset this
phenomenon by creating a discretionary Organizational or Team Achievement
Recognition Payout to boost base pay and/or bonuses in an entire pay pool in
addition to individual increases. Advocates of the system claimed this rewarded
top performers rather than prizing average performers. The portion of the pay
increases allotted to bonuses versus base salary increases varied according to
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Performance Rating Scale and Associated Rewards in the
National Security Personnel System
_______________________________________________________________
Performance Rating
“Shares”
Standard Salary Adjustments
Received
Received
_______________________________________________________________
5 - Role Model
4 - Exceeds Expectations
3 - Valued Performer

5 to 6
3 to 4
1 to 2

Performance-based pay increase
Rate range adjustments
Local market supplement increases

		
2 - Fair
0
1 - Unacceptable

Rate range adjustments
Local market supplement increases

0

created suspicion and distrust. The system’s architects and managers were never
able to put these concerns to rest.85
Moreover, although most workers ranked as “valued performers” under the
new system, demographic data indicated slight but important racial disparities
in performance ratings and pay increases. A 2008 Congressional Budget Office
review of NSPS found that the average performance rating given in that year was
3.45 on a five-point scale, pay increases averaged 3.46 percent, and the average
bonus award was 1.77 percent. The average rating for white employees (3.5)
was higher than the averages for black (3.30), Hispanic (3.38), and Asian (3.36)
employees, and white employees also received higher percentages of incomes for

How Shares Determined Base Pay

No increases

Share Value(%) =
Source: CBO, A Review of the Department of Defense’s National Security Personnel System (November 2008)

numerous factors, such as the type of work performed, the compensation increase
distribution in comparable labor markets, and the proximity of an employee’s base
pay to the pay band’s upper limit. If an employee reached the pay band’s maximum
base salary, bonus pay would constitute the entirety of performance-based pay.84
The system’s architects had created the pay pools to ensure evaluation and payout
consistency, but instead, paradoxically, they raised fairness and efficiency concerns.
To achieve evaluation flexibility across a diverse organization, NSPS operated a
total of 1,600 pay pools. Yet the attempt to ensure flexibility sometimes resulted in
different payouts for similar accomplishments. To lessen the chances of unfairness,
senior leaders spent substantial time away from their normal functions to serve
as pay pool panelists to appraise supervisors’ evaluations. One pay pool manager
told internal NSPS reviewers: “I spent two weeks with the sub-pay pool. This is
undoable in the long term. It needs to be more efficient. We are going through
each appraisal line by line and analyzing it.” After receiving rating changes from
pay pools, managers felt they received inadequate explanations, which further
complicated management-employee rapport as supervisors struggled to explain
why the employee received a lower than expected evaluation. Many supervisors
and employees did not understand how the pay pool process worked, which
38

Pay Pool Fund ($)

________________________________________________________

Σ (base salary of each pool member × shares assigned each pool member)

Employee Performance Payout = Base Salary × Shares × Share Value

Source: Performance Payouts, 5 C.F.R. § 9901.342 (1 January 2008)

total payouts. The unions would point to white employees’ higher ratings and
payouts as further evidence of the system’s inherent inequity and inadequacy.86
The architects thought several years of further training and acculturation would correct
early problems, as supervisors came to better understand the consequences of failing
to evaluate employees competently and fairly. They expected that managers would
gradually adapt to new evaluation responsibilities and learn to better explain how poor
performing employees could improve. Meanwhile, employees would improve their
understanding of the standards that determined their pay and bonuses.87
However, survey results from Spiral 1.1 employees, the NSPS vanguard, provide
a revealing depiction of growing disillusionment among those with the most time
in the system. Just six months into implementation, DoD surveys revealed a spike
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in employee dissatisfaction. The portion of Spiral 1.1 employees who believed the
system would negatively affect DoD personnel practices rose from 25 percent in
May 2006 to 42 percent in November 2006. Discontent only grew from there. By
February 2008 just 22 percent of employees thought the system would improve
the department and half concluded that the system was harmful to DoD.88

Total Payout (as a Percentage of Base Pay) under NSPS

Average Pay Increase for NSPS Employees by
Race/Ethnicity, 2008

Hiring new employees
Disciplining/correcting poor work
performance

5.6%
5.4%

Percentage of Employees with Positive View of NSPS
Impact on ...

All NSPS Employees

5.2%

Rewarding good work
performance
Linking pay to performance

5.0%
4.8%

Classification of jobs by series and
pay grade/pay band

4.6%
4.4%
4.2%

White

Hispanic

Other

Black

Asian

4.0%

Communication between
supervisors and employees
Ensuring individual performance
supports organizational mission
effectiveness

Pay increase as a percentage of base pay, including bonus awards. If left unchecked, base pay increase disparities would have
resulted in major pay disparities for minorities. Source: CBO, A Review of the Department of Defense’s National Security
Personnel System (November 2008)

Although the early technology problems tarnished NSPS’s reputation, managers
and employees pointed to problems less tangible than IT user-unfriendliness. The
system’s architects found it difficult to craft effective evaluation criteria that both
managers and employees understood and judged fair. Managers also reported
frustration with excessive evaluation requirements, meetings, and training. Some
directors received less money for employee performance raises and bonuses than
others, which damaged managerial and employee morale. Employees complained
that managerial favoritism and even racial and gender attitudes played greater roles
than actual performance in determining pay. Ironically, a system meant to lessen
the bureaucratic morass and create greater fairness seemed more bureaucratic to
some managers and less fair to many employees.89
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0%

5%

10%

% of non-NSPS employees who foresaw
improvement

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

% of NSPS employees who saw
improvement

Source: 2007 Status of Forces Survey of DoD Civilian Employees

The system’s reputation might have recovered had the evaluation and pay pool
review process been more streamlined and transparent. Bunn later acknowledged
that he would have implemented aspects of the pay pool process differently and
would have focused more on preparing managers for their new NSPS evaluation
responsibilities. He faced a difficult challenge, however. Many civil servants’
notions about fairness had been formed by long careers in the GS system, where
seniority carried great weight and technical competency sometimes mattered
more than leadership potential for promotion to managerial positions. Moreover,
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although NSPS made many changes, it had not abandoned the rigid insistence on
evaluation consistency, or addressed its own flawed mechanisms for ensuring it. In
essence, rather than managers gaining greater flexibility and autonomy to reward
high-performing employees and punish underperformers, supervisors found that
opaque pay pool panels might scrutinize every word of their evaluations, and
even overturn them, thereby damaging employees’ trust in their managers. The
attempt by the NSPS architects to prevent managerial favoritism through uniform
standards created new bureaucratic mire and caused many to see the system as

Shifting Views of NSPS: 2007 and 2010 Employee Surveys
2007 Survey
“Overall what type of impact will NSPS have on personnel practices in the DoD?”

25%

38%

36%

2010 Survey
“Overall what type of impact do you think NSPS has had on personnel practices in the DoD?”

17%

32%

Positive

51%

Neither positive nor negative

Negative

Views of Employees and Supervisors
2010 Survey
“Compared with previous personnel system, NSPS is ...”

29%

Better

29%

Neither better nor worse

42%

Worse

worse than the General Schedule. The unions emphasized the system’s flaws and
mounted a legal and political attack that would ultimately doom NSPS.90

System Collapse
Following the 2006 midterm elections, in which the Democrats gained control
of both the House and Senate, Rumsfeld resigned. Believing Rumsfeld’s exit
portended the end of NSPS, the AFGE rejoiced. The UDWC called for the com
plete abolishment of the “Donald Rumsfeld Personnel System” that was “based
on bad science” and “contaminated” by the former secretary. The new Congress
began dismantling parts of the system. The National Defense Authorization Act
for fiscal year 2008 reduced pay scale flexibility and removed the adverse actions,
labor relations, and appeals aspects of NSPS. Moreover, members of Congress
from districts with heavy concentrations of defense civilians increasingly
expressed outrage with the system’s performance-based raises. In a letter to the
new secretary of defense, Robert Gates, three representatives from Northern
Virginia, Tom Davis (R–VA), Frank Wolf (R–VA), and James Moran (D–VA),
stated their anger over 110,000 NSPS employees receiving less than 50 percent
of the annual GS pay increase. Top performers were making more than they
did under the GS system, but to prevent labor costs from mushrooming, NSPS
pay pool managers had lessened salary increases for average and above average
performers and cut them altogether for underperformers. Those accustomed to
higher routine raises were angered by the change.91
Opponents of NSPS viewed the 2008 presidential election as pivotal and were
hopeful that Democratic candidate Barack Obama would abolish the system
if elected. Obama gave opponents of NSPS reason to hope. He wrote to John
Gage that he found it “inappropriate and unwise for DoD to implement such
a highly contentious, ill-conceived program so late in this administration,
particularly following the vast revisions to the program included in the FY
08 National Defense Authorization Act.” He stated his concern about race,
gender, and age bias and said that he would “substantially revise these NSPS
regulations, and strongly consider a complete repeal.” On 10 September 2008
House Armed Services Committee Chairman Ike Skelton (D–MO) and Senate
Armed Services Committee Chairman Carl Levin (D–MI) asked England
not to finalize new NSPS rules before a new administration could review the
system. They also expressed concern that certain regulations would violate

Source: 2010 Status of Forces Survey of DoD Civilian Employees
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Congress’ intent to restore collective bargaining rates to DoD employees.
England responded by stating that DoD would finalize the NSPS regulations
to bring policy stability to a system that then included 183,000 DoD civilians.
Moreover, he stressed that only nonbargaining employees had been and would
be converted into the system, and DoD “only forecasted roughly 200,000 in
the system over the next year.”92
On 20 January 2009 President Obama froze all pending programs from the last
administration. Because NSPS’s final regulations, which had been published in
the Federal Register four days before, had not yet gone into effect, DoD could not
further expand the system. Yet the new administration did not immediately seek
to end NSPS. Bunn, who had replaced Mary Lacey as program executive, later
recalled that the new political appointees wanted to understand the system and
how to make it work more effectively.93
On 16 March the new deputy secretary of defense, William Lynn, announced a
system review and a pause in new NSPS conversions pending a determination
of whether NSPS was “fair, transparent, and effective.” The system covered
205,000 Defense Department civilians when the review began. Prior to the
announcement, Gage met with Lynn and told him that the system should be
terminated. The PEO shifted from expanding implementation to responding to
reviewers and congressional requests.94
On 14 May, Lynn and OPM Director John Berry asked the Defense Business
Board, an independent federal advisory committee, to establish an NSPS review
task group to examine whether the system fairly, effectively, and transparently
achieved its original goals. Former Deputy Secretary of Defense Rudy de Leon
served as chair, and the group heard from a wide range of participants and
stakeholders unhappy with the system.95 Gage, for example, made his feelings
about the NSPS clear in his statement to the AFGE: “NSPS is a tainted,
fatally flawed system, created in a poisonous atmosphere by ideologues seeking
to destroy collective bargaining, federal unions and employee rights and
protections.… Despite its short existence, unlawful discriminatory practices are
already coming to light. NSPS must be killed. No amount of rehabilitation can
make it acceptable or workable.”96
De Leon’s task group found numerous fundamental flaws in NSPS and recommended
a complete “reconstruction.” The evaluators based conclusions on the 2008 NSPS
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Evaluation Report commissioned by the NSPS PEO in May 2009, public comments
about the system, interviews of NSPS administrators and employees, interviews of
members of the United Defense Workers Coalition, GAO reports, and meetings
with experts. The reviewers concluded that DoD sought to do too much, too
quickly, without the requisite infrastructure for pay-for-performance to operate
successfully or the support of managers, employees, and unions. Consequently,
the system destroyed trust among managers and employees, burdened supervisors
with time-consuming evaluation duties, used software that confused managers
and employees alike, created an overly broad Pay Band 2 that caused career
rank disarray, developed unequal pay pools that fostered ill will, and shattered
relations between DoD and unions. The group recommended reforming rather
than eliminating NSPS and using lessons from NSPS to change the GS system,
replacing GS grades with pay bands smaller than those in NSPS to give the GS
system greater hiring flexibility.97
Despite administration officials concerns about NSPS, they still wanted to reform the
performance management system in DoD and throughout the government. In June
2009 OPM Director John Berry said that “the current federal pay system “is straining
and … balkanized to the point that it risks failure” and recommended a governmentwide performance management system, one that improves hiring and “weeds out the
dead wood.” He hoped to work with unions and use the White House’s political
clout to usher in reforms. Yet administration officials avoided use of the words “pay
for performance,” as the label had become anathema to unions and congressional
Democrats and synonymous with the previous administration. Instead he called for
a “fair performance-appraisal system.” Berry even stressed to an AFGE convention:
“I didn’t say ‘pay for performance’ … that [new proposal] is not NSPS, not NSPS.”
Gage was not convinced, stating, “We’ve got to kill the underlying concept” of pay
for performance and cautioned, “even our friends who may be taken in by the phrase
must feel our wrath.” He warned that if any new personnel management reform
effort “smells of pay for performance … this union will go nuclear.” The NSPS Task
Group’s recommendations to reform but keep NSPS infuriated Gage, who wrote
that the reviewers had “miscalculated the intensity of hatred toward this system and
its name—‘NSPS’.… We wonder why DoD isn’t holding those responsible for NSPS
accountable and terminating them for this colossal failure.”98
Outside observers noted serious system flaws but recommended correcting them
rather than abolishing NSPS. The Federal Times found that NSPS successfully
addressed gender discrepancies in the ratings that appeared early on and stressed:
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“Don’t confuse ‘reason for concern’ with ‘reason for cancellation.’ Federal unions
would argue the system should be scrapped. Far from it—the answer is certainly
not to return to a General Schedule system that rewards slackers at the expense
of the nation’s most productive employees.”99
After the administration ordered a system review, union leaders mounted
a vigorous public defense of the GS system, arguing that despite the system’s
flaws, it outperformed NSPS. In July 2009 National Treasury Employees Union
President Colleen M. Kelley told an Excellence in Government conference at the
Ronald Reagan Building: “It is a system that is fair. It is understandable.… It is
transparent.” Gage claimed, “You can be very creative in the GS system,” and
urged officials to make better use of the performance rewards available. At the
conference, OPM Director John Berry stressed the need for internal reform and
harangued politicians who denigrated civil servants for political gain.100
On 7 October 2009 the House-Senate NDAA Committee report, going against
the task group’s recommendations, called for NSPS’s complete dissolution and
the transfer of all NSPS employees out of the system by 1 January 2012. President
Obama signed the NDAA on 28 October. The system’s termination moved over
200,000 NSPS personnel back into the GS and other systems. When Congress
ended the system, just 10,000 employees had received three NSPS performancebased payouts while 70,000 had experienced only one round. Union leaders
celebrated the repeal. William Dougan, president of the National Federation of
Federal Employees, declared that the eradication of the NSPS “cancer” would help
heal management and labor wounds remaining from the past administration.101
In January 2010 the NSPS PEO became the NSPS Transition Office, and many
of those responsible for implementing NSPS began orchestrating the system’s
dissolution. Lynn selected John James Jr., an experienced senior executive who served
as executive director, logistics, maintenance, and industrial operations at Naval Sea
Systems Command, to head the transition office (which reported to the deputy
under secretary of defense for civilian personnel policy). The department began
moving employees from NSPS positions to corresponding GS grades and steps. 102
Although Congress mandated that no employee lose pay because of the transition,
some employees who had benefited from NSPS were angered over their conversion
to the GS system. Employees earning pay between two GS steps received the pay
of the higher step. However, while those who received higher pay under NSPS
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than the corresponding GS grade allowed would continue to receive the higher
NSPS pay, these employees would receive only half of the annual pay increase
until the rate of step 10 in their grade again matched their NSPS-enhanced
salary. Thus some high-performing employees who had advanced under NSPS
felt punished by their return to the General Schedule, since they would have
lower future pay raises than the average employee.103
The tight deadline created another issue. By 9 June 2010 over 53,000 Defense
civilians had moved out of NSPS. An additional 165,000 employees transferred
by 6 October 2010.104 The reconversion’s speed overwhelmed some offices, leading
human resources departments to improperly downgrade some employees, which
resulted in lawsuits.105
Despite NSPS’s termination, many administration officials remained convinced
that the General Schedule needed an overhaul. In November 2009 John Berry
lauded the GS system’s principle of equal pay for equal work, but warned
that when it “prevents managers from adapting their job responsibilities to
the ever shifting responsibilities of their departments, it becomes a millstone.
Classification today has become so stilted, and our HR staffers have become so
used to manipulating it, that in the words of one of them, ‘a good classifier could
make a Dixie cup a GS-14.’” AFGE staunchly disagreed with this assessment, as
their vice president, Joseph Flynn, made clear before the House Armed Services
Committee: “Despite much rhetoric to the contrary, the General Schedule pay
system is simple, transparent, flexible, and particularly adept at rewarding high
performance among employees when proper funding is available. Within-grade
step increases, quality step increases, and individual performance bonuses are all
designed to promote individual excellence.”106
The NSPS architects and implementers later lamented their system’s collapse.
Groeber viewed NSPS as a case study of how difficult it is to enact good
ideas in government. She believed that bureaucratic politics stifled innovation
because too many compromises were required to enact such designs. She found
the strategic pause unnecessary, felt the second push to implement NSPS had
ceded too much authority to OPM, and that it moved too slowly. Charlie Abell
thought the strategic pause had been necessary to prevent Congress and the
unions from killing the system but regretted that even the readjustments had
failed to salvage it. Nevertheless, he believed the system could have survived had
the Obama administration done more to prevent Congress from abolishing it.
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Bunn concluded that while he wished he had done more to prepare managers for
their new responsibilities and done a better job designing the pay pool process, he
was convinced that revisions to civilian personnel management should take place
across the government and needed broad bipartisan congressional support. OSD
was simply not equipped to produce, implement, and defend a major alternative
to the General Schedule.107
Other reviewers concluded that the combination of design flaws, implementation
setbacks, union legal attacks, and Democratic electoral victories in 2006 and 2008
doomed the system. Howard Risher, a pay and performance consultant, found
greatest fault with the pay pool process:
The pay pools violated one of the primary tenets of salary management—
employees need to know what they can expect. According to reports,
immediate supervisors had no control and were unable to explain how
an increase was determined. The pay pool process was far more timeconsuming than industry would ever tolerate.
Robert Tobias, who had served on the Defense Business Board task force that had
reviewed NSPS, faulted the “one-size-fits-all” nature of the system. He argued that
DoD’s attempt to impose one performance management system over such a large
and diverse workforce inevitably led to a disconnect between first-line managers and
NSPS’s overarching goals. Nevertheless, many reviewers have expressed dismay that
rather than seek to learn from NSPS and reform the General Schedule, little has
been done to improve the flexibility of the current system.108

Conclusion
NSPS collapsed for several reasons. After the September 11 attacks, congressional
openness to changes justified in national security terms allowed OSD to drive the
system through Congress. Rapid implementation theoretically would have given
the administration more time to shift the DoD’s culture to accepting pay-forperformance and to correct early flaws. However, the first implementers sought to do
too much without the requisite infrastructure or widespread acceptance across DoD
and the administration. By spring 2004 Secretary of the Navy Gordon England
had convinced Rumsfeld that the system would collapse if rolled out as Groeber’s
team intended. He mounted a salvage campaign to ensure the system would receive
sufficient support and DoD would be prepared adequately for a successful launch.
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Yet valuable time had been lost and it would not be until April 2006 that the
first employees migrated into the system. The unions had successfully unified in
opposition and would help precipitate the system failure that England warned
against in 2004. By summer 2006 violence in Iraq escalated, public approval
for the Bush administration was plummeting, and the top leadership’s attention
became focused heavily on combating the rising insurgency. Rumsfeld resigned
in November 2006 after Democrats swept the midterm congressional elections.
The political climate favorable to NSPS had vanished. In such an environment,
the early IT glitches, the excessive time managers had to devote to evaluation
responsibilities, and the inability to quickly change civilian attitudes to favor
pay-for-performance raises and bonuses all appeared symptoms of an unsound
scheme rather than mere setbacks to be overcome. President Obama’s election in
November 2008 and his subsequent freezing of the NSPS rollout made it even
less likely that DoD could fix the system.
The Department of Defense civilian workforce was at once too big and too small
for NSPS to work. When dealing with the byzantine evaluation, pay pool, and
payout processes, many managers and employees found that NSPS had increased
rather than lessened bureaucratic mire and unfairness. Moreover, legislation
and implementation design adjustments and upheavals that potentially affected
the livelihood and work patterns of several hundred thousand employees gave
public-sector unions ample opportunities to cast NSPS as a failed system and
major threat to workers’ rights. After the flawed system was in place, publicsector unions proved too strong and partisanship too fierce for adaptation. Yet
the DoD civilian workforce was also too small, in the sense that it alone was
designing, implementing, and defending a controversial personnel management
transformation while the rest of the government largely continued with the
familiar GS system. Ultimately, the system’s foes proved too numerous and the
political terrain too inhospitable for NSPS to be reformed and not dissolved.
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List of Abbreviations
AFL-CIO American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations

P&R

Personnel and Readiness

C.F.R.

Code of Federal Regulations

PAA

Performance Appraisal Application

CSRA

Civil Service Reform Act

PEO

Program Executive Office

DHS

Department of Homeland Security

PMRS

Performance Management and Recognition System

DoD

Department of Defense

SES

Senior Executive Service

FERS

Federal Employee Retirement System

U.S.C.

U.S. Code

GAO

Government Accountability Office (formerly the General
Accounting Office)

UDWC

United Defense Workers Coalition

GS

General Schedule

IPT

Integrated Product Team

NHHC

Naval History and Heritage Command

NPR

National Performance Review

NSPS

National Security Personnel System

OASD

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense

OIPT

Overarching Integrated Product Team

OMB

Office of Management and Budget

OPM

Office of Personnel Management

OSD/HO Office of the Secretary of Defense/Historical Office
OUSD
(P&R)

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness)
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